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Agenda
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• Proposed High Tax Exception
• GILTI considerations in M&A
• Aggregate Approach for Partnerships
• Loss Companies and GILTI



GILTI - § 951A

§ 951A(a) –

Each person who is a United States shareholder of any controlled foreign 
corporation for any taxable year of such United States shareholder shall 
include in gross income such shareholder's global intangible low-taxed 
income for such taxable year.
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GILTI - § 951A

§ 951A(b)(1) –
The term “global intangible low-taxed income” means, with respect 
to any United States shareholder for any taxable year of such United 
States shareholder, the excess (if any) of—

(A) such shareholder's net CFC tested income for such taxable 
year, over
(B) such shareholder's net deemed tangible income return for such 
taxable year.

GILTI = Net Tested Income − [(10% × QBAI)] − Interest
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GILTI - Regulations

• First Proposed Regulations published October 2018
• Final Regulations and further Proposed Regulations 

were published June 2019, along with Temporary 
Regulations under section 245A
– The Final Regulations retain the basic framework 

of the 2018 Proposed Regulations, effective from 
June 21, 2019

– The Proposed Regulations largely expand upon the 
GILTI high-tax exclusion
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HIGH TAX EXCEPTION
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Background
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• Proposed regulations released June 14, 2019 provide for an election to exclude all 
gross income subject to a foreign tax rate in excess of 18.9% (“High Tax Exception” 
or “HTE”)

• Applies to taxable years of CFCs beginning on or after the date the regulations are 
finalized (cannot be applied currently)

• Election made at the CFC level and applies to all of the CFC’s qualified business 
units (“QBUs”)

• Election made by “controlling domestic shareholders” of the CFC
– Controlling domestic shareholders are U.S. Shareholders who in the aggregate own more than 

50% by vote (or all U.S. Shareholders if they jointly own less than 50%)



Background, Cont’d

• Election is binding on all other U.S. Shareholders of the CFC
• Once made, election is effective until revoked by controlling domestic shareholders

– Once revoked, cannot make second election for 60 months (unless permitted by the Commissioner 
after a change of control of the CFC)

– Once second election made, cannot revoke again for 60 months (unless permitted by the 
Commissioner after a change of control of the CFC)

• Election/revocation applies to all CFCs in a “controlling domestic shareholder 
group”

• Foreign tax rate is determined on a QBU-by-QBU basis
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Comparison to Subpart F HTE

• Under Section 954(b)(4), foreign base company income and insurance income do not 
include income items that are subject to foreign tax rate >18.9% 
– Regulations require taxpayers to make an election to apply this exception 
– Election is made annually by controlling U.S. Shareholders and binds all other U.S. Shareholders
– Foreign tax rate calculated for each specified category of income

• Two key differences vs GILTI proposed regulations:
– Annual election vs. 60-month waiting periods
– Foreign tax rate determined by category of income within a CFC vs. QBU-by-QBU basis
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Should Annual Election Be Available?

• Fulfills legislative purpose of exempting income from GILTI that is subject to high 
foreign taxes, which may vary significantly from year to year

• No policy reason to have different election than Subpart F High Tax Exception
• Global business can change rapidly and is often unpredictable, making it difficult to 

commit for five years
– In part due to changes in foreign tax rates (or even the U.S. tax rate)

• If not, taxpayers have incentive to reconfigure business to convert income into 
subpart F income 
– Treasury noted in the preamble that this is inefficient and the election was designed to avoid it
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QBU-by-QBU Approach?

• Foreign tax rate is determined on a QBU-by-QBU basis (while Subpart F exception 
is determined based on category of income within a CFC)
– Preamble rejects a CFC-by-CFC determination because it would enable low-taxed income to be 

excluded from GILTI if the CFC had enough high-taxed income to cause the average tax rate to 
exceed 18.9%

– Preamble also rejects determining tax rate for each item of income as not administrable
– Treasury requests comments regarding:

• Circumstances where the income subject to foreign tax does not match the income on the QBU’s books 
and records, as determined under U.S. tax principles

• Situations where QBU’s share losses or determine foreign tax on a combined basis 
• Any special rules needed for partnerships, DREs or hybrid entities
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QBU-by-QBU Approach? Cont’d
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CFC

US

QBU1 QBU2 QBU3

CFC has three QBUs:
QBU1 is in Spain and is subject to a 25% tax rate
QBU2 is in Jersey and is subject to a 0% tax rate
QBU3 is in Switzerland and is subject to a 18% tax rate

Year 1 Year 2
QBU1 $500 ($125 tax) $300 ($75 tax)
QBU2 $100 $400
QBU3 $400 ($72 tax) $300 ($54 tax)

$1,000 ($197 tax) $1,000 ($129 tax)



QBU-by-QBU Approach? Cont’d
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• Year 1
– CFC-by-CFC basis: High-Tax Exception applies to full $1000

• Total foreign taxes of $197 results in effective tax rate of 19.7%
– QBU-by-QBU basis: High-Tax Exception applies to $500 in QBU1

• Year 2
– CFC-by-CFC basis: High-Tax Exception does not apply

• Combined income of $1,000 and foreign taxes of $129; effective tax rate of 12.9%
– QBU-by-QBU basis: High-Tax Exception applies to $300 in QBU1



QBU-by-QBU Approach? Cont’d

• Alternatives to CFC-by-CFC basis 
– Combine all QBUs that are (1) owned by the same CFC, (2) in the same country, (3) have the 

same local tax rate, and (4) use the same functional currency 
• Would lessen administrative burden
• Should not enable blending income subject to high and low tax rates
• Consistent with Congressional focus in legislative history on low- and zero-tax jurisdictions 

– Combine all QBUs that aggregate income and deductions for foreign taxes
• More accurate reflection of effective tax rate under rules of foreign jurisdiction
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Allow a Retroactive Election?

• Commentators request retroactive election to first year that GILTI applied
– No policy reason to delay
– Avoid inequitable results and disparity between subpart F and GILTI for 2018 and 2019
– Requires amended returns, but already must amend 2018 returns for final GILTI regs

• Alternatives
– Permit current elections based on proposed regulations for open years
– Permit retroactive elections based on final regulations for open years
– Permit elections for taxable years ending after the regulations are finalized 
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Should the High Tax Rate be the GILTI Rate?

• Commentators argue there is no policy reason for imposing GILTI where already 
subject to tax higher than the GILTI rate (13.125% after 2025)

• Preamble to proposed regulations suggests that this change was not authorized by the 
statute
– 18.9% rate is specifically set by Section 954(b)(4)
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Amended Returns

• Unclear how 60-month periods apply to amended returns
– Does delay before amending return affect running of the 60-month period?
– Is amending a return on which an election was made treated as a revocation? Or treated as if the 

taxpayer never made the election?
• Same issue applies to a revocation that is undone on an amended return
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Amended Returns, Cont’d

• Unclear how to handle impact to minority U.S. Shareholders of amended return by a 
controlling domestic shareholder
– US1 owns 70% of CFC and US2 owns 30%.  US1 made the election in year 1, which bound US2.  

US2 filed its return accordingly.  
• In year 4, US1 amends its return and revokes the election
• Not clear that US2 would be required to amend its returns for years 1 through 3 if it owes additional tax 

because it properly filed and did nothing to retroactively increase its taxes
• May have limited (or no) time left in statute of limitations for US2 to file for refund or IRS to assess 

– Same issues apply if US1 had not originally made an election and then makes one on an amended 
return

– US2 may not learn of the amended return because US1 has no obligation to notify CFC or other 
U.S. Shareholders
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Joining & Leaving a CFC Group

• When a CFC joins a CFC Group, the election/revocation status is determined by 
reference to the CFC Group

• This rule doesn’t seem to apply if a U.S. Shareholder acquires a second CFC, 
forming a CFC Group for the first time
– No preexisting CFC Group, so each CFC could have different elections

• CFC joins a preexisting CFC Group with election in place
– If acquired CFC had previously revoked its election, conflict between its 60-month prohibition on 

a new election and the requirement to adopt the CFC Group’s election
• Change of control permits IRS to grant exception, but taxpayer not obligated to request exception

• Same issue may apply if a CFC with a 60-month prohibition on revoking an election 
joins a CFC Group with no election
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Joining & Leaving a CFC Group, Cont’d

• Unclear what happens if two CFCs with different election are simultaneously 
acquired, forming a new CFC Group

• Similarly, if two CFC Groups are combined into one, unclear which 
election/revocation history applies 
– Occurs when U.S. parent of a CFC Group acquires the U.S. parent of a second CFC Group or a 

single entity acquires both U.S. parents
– Potential rules: permit taxpayer to elect which CFC Group continues, acquiring CFC Group 

continues, or CFC Group with greater value survives

• Guidance needed for successor CFC resulting from a reorganization 
– Many cases will join CFC Group, but not always
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GILTI CONSIDERATIONS IN M&A
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Base Case – USP acquires Fco from Foreign seller

Section 338(g) election made

• US-Buyer Consequence
– F-Co becomes CFC subject to GILTI
– Step up in basis of assets (including QBAI)
– Section 901(m) limitation on FTC in GILTI 

pools
– Section 959 E&P accounts reset

• Foreign Seller Consequence
– None
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Base Case – USP acquires Fco from Foreign seller

Section 338(g) election NOT made

• US-Buyer Consequence
– F-Co becomes CFC subject to GILTI
– NO Step up in basis of assets (including 

QBAI)
– NO Section 901(m) limitation on FTC in 

GILTI pools
– Section 959 E&P accounts to be 

recomputed

• Foreign Seller Consequence
– None
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Alt 1A – USP acquires Fco from US Corporate seller – first tier

Section 338(g) election made

• US-Buyer Consequence
– F-Co continues to be a CFC subject to 

GILTI but tax year ends
– Step up in basis of assets (including QBAI 

and outside stock basis)
– Section 901(m) limitation on FTC in GILTI 

pools
– Section 959 E&P accounts reset

• USP Domestic Corporate Seller 
Consequence
– GILTI inclusion subject to 50% deduction 

taxed at the US tax rate based on 338(g) 
fiction (effectively 10.5%)

– Tax basis increase followed by sale of 
stock – no additional US tax on sale of FC 
stock
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Alt 1B – USP acquires Fco from US Corporate seller – first tier

Section 338(g) election NOT made
(not taking into account ERs)

• US-Buyer Consequence
– F-Co continues to be a CFC subject to GILTI, 

but no tax year end
– NO step up in basis of assets (including 

QBAI) except for stock basis
– No Section 901(m) limitation on FTC in 

GILTI pools
– Section 959 E&P accounts continue from 

those of seller

• USP Domestic Corporate Seller 
Consequence
– Gain subject to 21% US tax rate
– No GILTI inclusion from year of sale income 

(USP not a US shareholder on last day of 
taxable year)

– Consider Section 1248 impact (including 
distributions during the course of the year)
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Extraordinary Reductions

• Reg. §1.245A-5T denies the DRD for an “extraordinary reduction amount”
– Can apply to a Section 1248 amount on a sale of a CFC

• An extraordinary reduction generally occurs if a “controlling Section 245A
shareholder” (i.e., a 245A shareholder deemed to own more than 50% of the CFC’s 
stock by vote or value) transfers more than 10% (by value) of its stock in the CFC 
(and at least 5% of the value of all the CFC stock) 
– Alternatively, there is a greater than 10% change (by value) in the controlling Section 245A

shareholder's overall ownership of the CFC (provided that such change represents at least 5 
percentage points)
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Extraordinary Reductions, Cont’d

• Applies to the amount of GILTI or subpart F income that seller would have had if it had 
kept the stock, less the amount of GILTI and subpart F income included in income by a 
U.S. buyer

• Does not apply if subpart F income and tested income is less than the lesser of $50 
million or 5% of the CFC’s total income for the year

• Seller can elect to close the taxable year on the date of sale
– All 10% shareholders as of the end of the day on which the extraordinary reduction occurs must 

agree in writing to close the tax year
– Seller recognizes GILTI/Subpart F income for the year ending on the closing date but does not lose 

the DRD
– Permits seller to utilize the Section 250 deduction
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Extraordinary Reductions, Cont’d
• Facts:

 F-Co has $160 of tested income for the full tax 
year (12/31) 

 On Sept. 1, USP sells stock of F-Co to US 
Buyer at a gain of $90.  F-Co has $100 of E&P

Results:

 Seller has a §1248 dividend of $90

 US Buyer has tested income of  $160-$90 = 
$70 under §951(a)(2)(B) (reduction for Seller’s 
dividend)

 Seller loses DRD for all of $90

 Seller and Buyer can instead elect to close the 
tax year – Seller would be able to utilize the 
lower GILTI rates
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Alt 2 – USP acquires DRE from Seller CFC directly

Section 338(g) election not available

• US-Buyer Consequence
– DRE becomes a branch
– Step up in basis of assets – NOT subject to 

BEAT (unlike an inbounding of a CFC)
– Section 901(m) limitation on FTC in Branch 

basket
– FDII may apply

• USP Domestic Corporate Seller 
Consequence
– GILTI inclusion subject to 50% deduction 

taxed at the US tax rate based on 338(g) 
fiction (effectively 10.5%)

– Tax basis increase in stock of F-Co
– USP is a US shareholder for the year and has 

regular GILTI income inclusions from the year 
of sale
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Alt 3A – USP acquires Fco from US Corporate seller – 2nd tier

Section 338(g) election made

• US-Buyer Consequence
– F-Co continues to be a CFC subject to 

GILTI but tax year ends
– Step up in basis of assets (including QBAI 

and outside stock basis)
– Section 901(m) limitation on FTC in GILTI 

pools
– Section 959 E&P accounts reset

• USP Domestic Corporate Seller 
Consequence
– GILTI inclusion subject to 50% deduction 

taxed at the US tax rate based on 338(g) 
fiction (effectively 10.5%)

– Tax basis increase followed by sale of 
stock – no additional US tax on sale of FC 
stock
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Alt 3B – USP acquires Fco from US Corporate seller – 2nd tier

Section 338(g) election NOT made

• US-Buyer Consequence
– F-Co continues to be a CFC subject to GILTI, 

but no tax year end
– NO step up in basis of assets (including 

QBAI) except for stock basis
– No Section 901(m) limitation on FTC in 

GILTI income
– Section 959 E&P accounts continue from 

those of seller

• USP Domestic Corporate Seller 
Consequence
– Gain subject to 21% US tax rate as Subpart F 

income
– No GILTI inclusion from year of sale income 

(USP not a US shareholder on last day of 
taxable year)

– Consider Section 1248 impact (including 
distributions during the course of the year)
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Alt 4 – USP and USS-Co acquire F-Co from Foreign Seller

Step One: USP and USS-Co 
purchase F-Co from Foreign 
Seller; no section 338(g) election

• US-Buyer Consequence
– Receives cost basis in F-Co shares

• USS-Co Consequence
– Receives cost basis in F-Co shares
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Alt 4 (cont’d) – USP and USS-Co acquire F-Co from Foreign Seller

Step Two: F-Co CTB to become a 
partnership

• US-Buyer Consequence
– Section 331/336 liquidation triggers 

inclusion of DRE’s BIG
– GILTI inclusion subject to 50% deduction 

taxed at the US tax rate based on deemed 
liquidation fiction (effectively 10.5%)

– Each shareholder receives capital BIL 
equal to cost basis in F-Co + section 961(a) 
basis adjustments; assumes that US-Buyer 
and USS-Co are not consolidated

– BIL is deductible at 21% US-Buyer and 
USS-Co recognize net loss in transaction 
equal to 10.5% of the GILTI inclusion.

– Consider the potential application of the 
asset consistency rules of §1.338-8.
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PARTNERSHIPS
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Partnerships
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• Historical approach: entity treatment for domestic partnerships, aggregate treatment 
for foreign partnerships

• Proposed regulations took a “hybrid” approach to domestic partnerships (aggregate 
treatment for domestic partners, entity treatment for foreign partners)

• Final regulations simply take an aggregate approach (retroactively)
• Proposed regulations under section 958 take the same approach for subpart F 

purposes (prospectively, but taxpayers may apply retroactively on a consistent basis)



Entity vs. Aggregate Treatment of Domestic Partnerships

• Entity approach (subpart F, proposed 
GILTI regulations as applied to foreign 
partners):
– Domestic Partnership itself has subpart F / 

GILTI inclusions
– Potential tax cost not just for Domestic Partner 

1, but also for Foreign Partner and Domestic 
Partner 2

• Aggregate approach (final GILTI
regulations, proposed subpart F 
regulations)
– Only the partners can have subpart F income / 

GILTI inclusions
– No subpart F / GILTI inclusions for Foreign 

Partner and Domestic Partner 2
• Entity approach still applies for other 

purposes (e.g., USSH and CFC status)
• Regulations also clarify that the section 

250 deduction is available for GILTI
earned through a partnership
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LOSS COMPANIES
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Treatment of Losses
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• Final regulations do not require basis adjustments for used 
tested losses

• Cliff effect in form of loss of QBAI for tested loss CFC 
remains ($1 loss could wipe out millions of dollars of QBAI)
– Transfer pricing
– CTB planning

• Similar cliff effect remains for foreign tax credit purposes 
(losses can wipe out FTCs under “use or lose” GILTI FTC 
system)

• Final regulations reduce tested interest expense of a tested loss 
CFC by 10% of what would have been the CFC’s QBAI

• Final regulations do not allow NOL carryovers at CFC level 
for tested losses



Treatment of Losses, Cont’d
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• Section 250 GILTI deduction limited to 50% of post-NOL taxable income
• Thus a GILTI inclusion can absorb an NOL, resulting in an effective tax rate of 21% 

on GILTI (if the section 250 deduction is greater than post-NOL taxable income)
• Example:  

– USSH has $100 NOL carryforward, $100 GILTI inclusion, and tentative GILTI deduction of $50.
– USSH includes the $100 of GILTI, applies the $100 NOL, and is allowed no GILTI deduction.


